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Legal Background

• For the first time by virtue of law 3468/2006 the hybrid projects were set
forth, comprising of an energy storage system and RES plants. At that
time, the hybrid stations were the best solution for the introduction of
the RES generation in the non-interconnected islands of Greece.

• By decision no. 96/2007 of the Hellenic Regulatory Authority of
Energy the non-interconnected islands of Greece were characterized as
“saturated” areas for wind and solar technologies (i.e. non-controllable
stations) and therefore due to the need of stabilization of the network
and safe electrification of the islands, no further RES stations could be
installed.



• Moreover, under the same Greek law 3468/2006 and the EU 2014
Environmental and Energy State aid Guidelines, hybrid projects are not
qualified as RES projects in their entirety, meaning that only the electricity
generated by the RES unit of a hybrid project is regarded as derived from RES
and is thus dispatched with priority and is remunerated by means of a tariff
based upon the generally applicable tariff for the relevant RES technology. In
contrast, the electricity generated by the controllable unit of a hybrid project is
not dispatched with priority and is remunerated by means of a special tariff.

• This is about to change as we speak: a new law was passed on Wednesday
November 27th 2019, so as to lift the obstacles and promote the national
strategy on Energy.
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Given that the national strategy on energy includes the total
decarbonization of the country and the cease of operation of all the
lignite plants by 2028 combined with the increased penetration of
RES projects in the energy mix to reach 35% of the total gross
energy consumption, this means that by that year at least 60% of
the energy generated should come from Renewable Energy Sources.
The new law aims at intensifying the installation of new RES
projects, also “by correcting omissions and mistakes of the immediate
previous years, which have created confusion and obstacles to investors
wishing to install new projects and expediting the integration of European
directives and regulations in order to consolidate the rules of the market”.
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Especially in the case of energy storage projects which have been or will be

included in the future in the European Union list of "Projects of Common

Interest (PCIs)", their rapid implementation is fully in line with the framework

set out in the Regulation EU/347/2013 on the guidelines for trans-European

energy infrastructure, in order to: a) facilitate the financing of these projects, b)

integrate the Member States' energy markets, c) diversify their energy sources

and d) promote the greater use of renewable forms of energy.

Such storage stations are capable of strongly contributing to the short- and

long-term flexibility, stability and efficient operation of the electricity system,

since they can manage power and energy throughout the day, supporting it

especially during peak hours or during periods of increased volatility and load

fluctuations.



2050 Long-Term Strategy for EU Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reductions

The role of storage in the strategy

Storage & sectoral integration are stressed as an essential element to enable
integration of higher shares of RES in a faster, more efficient way.

Storage is predicted to see significant increases in all scenarios: The use of
conventional/"direct" storage (e.g. pumped hydro storage (PHS) or stationary
batteries), increases in all scenarios, from about 30 TWh today, to 70 TWh in 2030
and 170-270 TWh in 2050 for scenarios achieving 80% GHG reductions. Scenarios
achieving higher GHG reductions foresee 160-200 TWh of storage.

Total (stationary) storage explicitly used in the power system (i.e. PHS, stationary
batteries and chemical storage, incl. indirect storage effects of producing e-fuels for
the final consumers) ranges between 250 450 TWh by 2050.
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How can we reach these goals? 

• The contribution of variable RES (wind and solar) in the domestic
electricity generation for 2020 shall reach 6,4 GW, and for 2030 13,4 GW.
This leads to an annual installation of new RES projects of
approximately 700 MW!!

• Given the reformation of the legislative framework, can we reach these
goals (47% of the net electricity generation), without massive storage
installations? Which sources can we use for securing the energy supply,
the flexibility of the system, the required ancillary system services, and
for avoiding curtailments without “derailing” the country’s current
account balance”?

• The answers to these questions have been given by numerous studies
from specialists in various countries seeking their decarbonisation.
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StoRe-project (2013)

Special European Study: Facilitating energy storage to allow high
penetration of intermittent renewable energy (www.store-
project.eu).

This study was conducted by experts from Austria, Germany,
Belgium, Greece, Ireland, Spain and Denmark, with the view to
maximize the penetration of RES through the use of pump storage
across Europe. On behalf of Greece the professors at the National
Technical University of Athens, Messrs D. Papantonis and I.
Anagnostopoulos participated.

The main conclusions of the study:

• Curtailments will become unavoidable when the RES capacity exceeds 5
GW (~11.000 GWh).

• For a RES participation in electricity generation of ~40%, new pump
storage installations of 1000-2000MW (apart from the 700MW of PPC)
are required generating 1500-3000 GWh.
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http://www.store-project.eu/


Pumped storage systems represent a giant rechargeable battery. The method stores

energy in the form of gravitational potential energy of water, pumped from a lower

elevation reservoir to a higher elevation. They are the most mature technology to

store energy at any time, usually regardless of the weather. They are smaller than

conventional reservoirs and less controversial, provided they use at least one existing

reservoir. Pumped storage units can start up in a few minutes, in an emergency

situation, to provide the necessary reserve capacity. They operate by using excess or

cheap power at off-peak times to pump water into raised water basins, from where it

can be released to generate electricity when demand and prices are highest.

Pumped hydro is a century-old technology, which provides about 95 per cent of

worldwide energy storage linked to electricity grid systems. Initially, the philosophy

of these systems was to serve and facilitate the operation of coal-fired stations at

constant levels of output, functioning more efficiently and reducing CO2 emissions.

In a system with a substantial proportion of thermal plants, at base and medium

load, this is more than compensated by the increase in efficiency of oil, gas and coal

generators as well as the subsequent reduction in the amount of greenhouse gas

emissions.



Given the booming need for storage with the greater use of renewables, pumped hydro is

expected to remain the backbone of the renewables revolution.

In recent years, pumped storages have played a key role in enabling energy systems develop

low-carbon electricity production. They supply more flexibility and balancing to the grid,

providing a back-up to intermittent renewable energy, facilitating the penetration of

renewables, accelerating the de-carbonization of the electricity grid, improving the security

and efficiency of electricity transmission and distribution (reducing unplanned loop flows,

grid congestion, voltage and frequency variations), stabilizing market prices for electricity,

while also ensuring a higher security of energy supply.

Hydropower storage is the only large-scale and cost- efficient storage technology

available today. Despite promising developments in other energy storage technologies,

hydropower is still the only technology offering economically viable large-scale storage. It is

also a relatively efficient energy storage option. With approximately 80% efficiency pumped

storage plants have the highest global cycle efficiency compared to other power plants.
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TWO PIONEERING ENERGY 
PROJECTS

• Amphilochia Pump Storage–500 mil.€ Investment Cost

• Amari Hybrid Project in Crete- –280 mil.€ Investment Cost

Both projects can serve as “natural batteries” for energy storage and
optimum grid operation. They can supply more flexibility and
balancing to the grid, providing a back-up to intermittent renewable
energy, facilitating the penetration of renewables, accelerating the
de-carbonization of the electricity grid, improving the security and
efficiency of electricity transmission and distribution (reducing
unplanned loop flows, grid congestion, voltage and frequency
variations), stabilizing market prices for electricity, while also
ensuring a higher security of energy supply.
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PUMPED STORAGE COMPLEX (PCI 3.24)
Prefecture of 
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With two independent upper reservoirs
Agios Georgios&Pyrgos



ENERFYPRESS - 24 OKT. 2019

Basic Design Philosophy



General Technical Characteristics

The existing, artificial lake of Kastraki (owned by PPC), will be used

as “lower” reservoir of the complex, in Municipality of Amfilochia,

Prefecture of Aitoloakarnania.

Two separate “upper” reservoirs will be constructed northeast of lower

reservoir:

A. “Agios Georgios”, of total volume capacity ~ 5 million m3 and

B. “Pyrgos”, of total volume capacity ~ 2 million m3.

The purpose of the Project is energy storing to assist renewable sources

integration. The excess wind, photovoltaic or thermal energy will be

hydraulically stored, through water pumping from the lower to the upper

reservoirs, during the low load consumption or in renewable excess

generation periods. Subsequently, energy will be recovered via turbine mode,

during the peak load hours.

Total Installed capacity of the System:

~ 680 MW (generation)

~ 730 MW (pumping)



Benefits of the Project

❑ Flexibility and stability to the interconnected

system for secure and efficient transmission and

exchange of RES electricity between Greece and

the other member states

❑ Provision of ancillary services to the grid

(regulating frequency and voltage, energy

reserve etc)

❑ Ramp-up - Ramp-down (stabilization of market

prices and swift response to supply demands)

❑ Secure energy supplies and independence from

imported fuels

To the Greek and European Energy Market
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Benefits of the Project

❑ Considerable reduction in GHG emissions, given that the

generation from the hydro unit shall substitute other conventional

units.

❑ The electricity generation does not require energy consumption

as it recycles and re-uses the same water. No imported fuels are

needed for electricity generation. Moreover, the energy generated

can be used for other purposes too, such as irrigation, water

supply, flood protection.

❑ Further use of the existing hydroelectric project of Kastraki

❑ Aesthetic improvement of the environment by constructing 2

lakes and protection of the scenery by constructing the pipelines

and the generation stations underground.

To the Environment
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TABLE 1      (20 – years: 2023 – 2042)
Benefit Allocation in M€ for Risk and Rewards Negotiation

ATTRIBUTES Benefits
Direct 

Revenues
Mean Annual 

Value [m€]

RES curtailments avoided cost [m€] 388,066
Thermal units’ start-up avoided cost [m€] 41,444

CO2 emissions avoided cost [m€] 111,725
Load curtailment  avoided cost [m€] 367,389

Average Avoided Costs Value [m€] 909,074 45,44

Fuel diversity remuneration [m€] 24,241
Inertial Response remuneration [m€] 1.137,128
Flexibility Reserve remuneration [m€] 542,801

Voltage Support remuneration [m€] 75,232
Black Start remuneration [m€] 227,912

Total Non- Market Benefits 2.007,313 100,36

Avoided cost and  Non-Market Benefits [m€] 2.916,390 145,80

Revenues from electricity markets (DAM) 359,5875
Revenues from aFRR provision 28,8650
Revenues from mFRR provision 20,8775

Total Market Revenues 409,33 20,47

Total Fixed and Variable Costs 1.628,60 80,72

Net Cost (Fixed & Var - Market Revenue) 1.219,27

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjilFauDY-w


Theoretical comparison of  the cost with an
«equivalent» battery (ECCO study*)

Resource CapEx (€)
Annual Fixed Cost (€) €/kW-yr

CCGT 358,020,000 43,669,946 64.22 

Battery 2,132,480,000 298,936,969 439.61 

Amfilochia 502,000,000 61,232,090 90.05 

Amfilochia minus 
Battery (1,630,480,000) (237,704,878) (349.57)

* ECCO International, Inc. is a global energy consulting and software company that provides specialized engineering and market

economics in traditional vertically integrated utility settings and competitive energy structures.



Design, financing, construction, management and
exploitation of the Amari Hybrid Power Station

for electrical energy generation



A. A pump storage system in the prefecture of
Rethimno:
• Lower Reservoir: (existing reservoir of the “Rivers” dam, 20,0

mil. m3)
• Upper Reservoir (lake/container), 1,20 mil. m3

• Water pumping system (4 steel pipes)
• Generation plant (three units of 31/36 MW each)
• Pumping station with 12 pumps, 3.2 MW each
• GIS Substation and High voltage Transmission line of ~ 1km

B. 2 Wind farms in the prefecture of Lasithi:
• 1 with 12 WTG
• 1 with 15 WTG
• 3.30 MW each – Total capacity 89.1 MW
• Substation 20/150 kV High voltage Transmission line of ~ 9

km

The project comprises two sub-projects:
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"Crete Island- Project general layout
PUMPED STORAGE POWER PLANT (P= 50 MW)

WIND FARMS {TOTAL P= 81MW}
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Between the “upper” and “lower” reservoir, a quantity of water
of about 770.000 m3 per day, will be transferred (pumping up and
energy generation).

During non peak hours, the wind farms’ electricity will feed the
pumps of the plant which will store water to the upper reservoir.
During peak hours, the stored water will be used to generate electricity
at a guaranteed capacity of 50 MW.

The wind farm generation not used for pumping, can be
transmitted directly to the grid.

The energy needs for the pumping phase are fully covered by the wind

farms production with ample excess capacity / safety margin.
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Benefits from the operation of  such project:
To the electricity system of Crete and the Hybrid project of Amari:

• Thermal plants: Installed capacity 820,0 MW – operational
capacity 700,0 MW – Generated energy/year ~2.200 GWh

• Wind farms 200,0 MW - Solar 95,0 MW in operation.

Generated energy/year ~660 GWh

• The Hybrid Project of Amari (226,6 GWh) generates 1/10 of
the energy of the thermal plants and 35% of the RES energy.

• Reduction of CO2 emissions: 241.000 tn
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Theoretical comparison to an “equivalent”
battery (ECCO study)
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Technology CapEx €/MW
Scaled to 

93MW

Scaled to 

Amari 

Capability

CCGT 526,500                    48,964,500       48,964,500        

Battery (low) 1,863,000                173,259,000    1,689,275,250  

Battery (high) 2,361,000                219,573,000    2,140,836,750  

Amari PSH 2,978,495                277,000,000    277,000,000     

Annual Fixed Cost (€)

5.974.000

243.256.000

308.280.500

33.794.000



ECCO Study- Benefit Allocation in M€ 
(2023-2047)- With interconnection

ATTRIBUTES

Revenues from electricity markets (DAM& IDM)

Revenues from aFRR provision

Revenues from mFRR provision

Revenues from the Balancing Market

Total Direct Market Revenues 6,91

RES curtailments avoided cost [m€]

Thermal units’ start-up avoided cost [m€] 

CO2 emissions avoided cost [m€] 

Load curtailment avoided cost [m€]

Total Avoided Costs 87,20

Fuel diversity remuneration {m€}

Inertial Response remuneration {m€}

Flexibility capacity remuneration {m€}

Voltage Support remuneration {m€}

Black Start remuneration {m€}

Total Non-Market benefits 300,11

per 

annum 

(m€)

7.502,67

0,37

2,34

72,28

0,38

0,74

76,13

36,86

231,09

7.123,95

37,84

72,93

18,27 0,19

13,88 0,14

172,69 1,75

Estimated Values 

over 25 years (m€)

Value % contribution

138,49 1,41

2,06 0,02

155,64 1,58

2.180,02 22,12

35,46 0,36

369,04 3,74

16,441.620,00



Pump storage v/s batteries

• Two different technologies that are not comparable.

• The batteries offer high quality services to small energy systems. They are very
expensive compared to their limited life cycle. They can be easily and quickly
installed by they are 100% imported.

• Pumped storage is a mature technology of massive storage, with an extensive
life cycle, low cost and high national value added.

• As for the environmental footprint of the two technologies, there are several
studies which prove the serious negative effects of the batteries (rare and
valuable metals are used for their manufacturing ).

• Interesting and characteristic award winning study in 2018: “Li-Ion Battery
versus Pumped Storage for Bulk Energy Storage – A comparison of Raw
Material, Investment Costs and CO2 –Footprints”, VOITH, 2018 (the study
received the Year award for the Market trends and Strategies track).
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From RES to RES: new era-new generation

• The pumped storage project also reinforce the “triangle of knowledge”: education, research
and innovation.

• Newsflash*: Australia bets on pumped hydro electric storage: Snowy Hydro, site of a $5bn
project doubling the country's hydroelectric capacity with its 27km of tunnels to support the
switch to a renewable power grid:

• It took 100,000 construction workers a quarter of a century to bore through the Snowy
Mountains to build Australia’s largest hydroelectric scheme. The vast nation-building project
links nine power stations and 16 dams via a network of 145km of tunnels and pipelines,
providing irrigation water and energy that has helped transform the country’s economy since
it began operating in 1974.

* Financial Times 28 May 2019
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• Now, almost half a century later, Australia’s newly elected government is
placing the state-owned Snowy Hydro plant at the vanguard of another energy
transition by transforming it into a massive “water battery” that will help keep
the lights on as the country shifts from an electricity grid based mainly on
fossil fuels to one built around renewable energy.

“We are betting the whole company on it,” says Paul Broad, Snowy Hydro’s chief
executive, who confounded critics by persuading Canberra to back an expansion worth
more than A$5bn ($3.5bn) that was dismissed just a decade ago as too expensive and
risky.

“You can’t have renewables without reliable storage and the best form of storage is
water.”
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Thank you very 
much for your 

attention


